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l.O INTRODUCTIONTO THE SPINNINGMODESYNTHESIZER

Fan rotors mounted in static test rigs as an acoustic source suffer from

many problems. These include variations of the source acoustic field with

inflow distortions, an extremely complicated source structure, and limited

control over the relative amplitudes and phases of individual modes or their

frequencies. The use of fan rotors as a noise source is, therefore, undesir-

able in studies of theoretical propagation models or in tests of acoustic liner

properties, since the structure of the source must be accurately known to insure

consistent results. This need for a dependable and controllable noise source

led the Acoustic and Noise Reduction Division (ANRD) to contract with the

Lockeed Georgia Companyto develop the Spinning Mode Synthesizer (SMS). After

the installation of SMSin January 1977, Kentron International, Inc., Hampton,

Virginia, was contracted to provide support in refining the system. It is this

level of revision, as of June 1980, that is the basis of this report.

Turbofan noise is composed of a series of fundamental acoustical modes.

SMSis capable of creating and controlling 13 azimuthal spinning modes (mode 0

up to mode 12) independently or concurrently, spinning positively or negatively,

at any amplitude or phase angle. The modes are produced by 24 acoustic drivers

equispaced circumferentially around the 0.3 meter diameter flow duct. The

amplitudes of the real and imaginary parts of each driver signal are controlled

by a 16 bit computer. The acoustic field is monitored by 48 microphones mounted

flush in the duct wall at an axial position 0.2 meters from the drivers. The

amplitude and phase of the signal at each microphone are tabulated in an array

to define the produced modal content. This pressure field is compared to an

ideal result in an optimization algorithm that adjusts the driver settings

until the system error is minimized. At this point SMSsuspends and data may be

collected.

2.0 OPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS

The software for SMSoperates in a 16 bit computer which supports multi-

users and multi-programming. Each user has a log-on name and an associated

User Identification Code (UIC). Log-on name SMSwill attach the user to the SMS

files on UIC [I0,12]. SHSrequires a 132 character/line terminal and is usually

"run from terminal 'TT2' in the control room, Room227, of Building 1208, the

Langley Aircraft Noise Reduction Laboratory (ANRL). Mode shape parameters and



optimization variables are input through the terminal. Eight control switches

provide additional program control, (Table I). Most switches apply to specific

program functions and will be described later. The first seven switches are

asserted when raised. The eighth or STOPswitch is a pushbutton, and its state

is generally unknown until the program is run. The STOPswitch will turn off

the drivers and halt the program. SMSis usually run to either create, opti-

mize and store a mode shape or to recreate or recall a mode shape so other

analysis programs can be run. In the following sections describing operator

input on TT2's keyboard CR refers to the RETURNor ENTERkey on the terminal.

Input to the program is distinguished from data and prompting output by double

quotes.

2.1 CREATINGA MODESHAPE

Whencreating a mode shape it has been commonpractice to insert an ane-

choic terminator into the duct. This eliminates large reflectons from the duct

termination, resulting in faster convergence of the acoustic field.

2.1.1 Starting the SMSProgram

Log-on to the computer under SIIS. To start the program, enter

"RUNSMS CR "

SMSwill be loaded into the computer and start execution by requesting the user's

name (up to 48 characters) and asking if he wishes to recall a mode shape.

NAME:

"RJS CR "

DOYOUWISHTO RECALLA MODESHAPE?" CR "

If the response is not "YES", a "NO" is assumed.

2.1.2 Defining the Frequency

SMScan set either the frequency or the frequency parameter. The frequency

parameter, KA, is defined as

KA = 2_FA/C

where:

= 3.14159

F = frequency in hertz



C = speed of sound

A = radius of the duct

and is therefore a dimensionless quantity. The program is capable of stepping

; the frequency parameter or frequency through a number of increments for any mode

shape. This option is controlled by switch 3 and is rarely used due to the

" length of time involved in optimizing any one shape. In the following example

the frequency parameter is set to 4.0 with no increments or steps.

MODIFY FREQUENCYSEQUENCE?"Y CR"

SET FREQUENCYPARAMETER?"Y CR"

INITIALWAVE #/FREQ:0.0 INCREMENT:0.0 NO. OF STEPS: 0

NEW? "4.0 CR"

2.1.3 Selectingthe Mode Shape

Up to 13 modes may be set individuallyor concurrently. Each mode is

definedby its spinningmode order, the directionit is spinningand its

amplitude and phase. The followingexamplewill requesta mode l spinning

positiveat 120.0 dB with no phase shift.

MODIFY MODE SHAPE? "Y CR "

0 MODES; CHANGE?"Y CR "

TO: "2 CR "

SPINNING+ SPINNING-

MODE AMP(dB)PHASE AMP(dB)PHASE YES (NEW VECTOR)

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 " CR "

l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 "Y 120.0 CR "

To set a mode of order n, n+l modes must be requested. SMS will calculateand

displayon the terminalthe ideal amplitudesand phasesat each microphonefor

the mode shape entered.

Consider,for example,modes with combinationsof +_spinningmode compo-

" nents. For a positivespinningmode order 2 with 120 dB level at 45 degrees.

phase combinedwith a positivespinningmode order 3 with 125 dB level at 0

degreesphase and a negativespinningmode order 3 with the same level but at

90 degreesphase, one would input the following:
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MODIFYMODESHAPE? "Y CR"

0 MODES: CHANGE?"Y CR"

TO: "4 CR"

MODE AMP(dB) PHASE AMP(dB) PHASE YES (NEWVECTOR)

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 "CR"

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 "CR"

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 "Y 120., 45. CR"

3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 "Y 125., 0., 125., 90. CR"

2.1.4 The Target Error Function

The target error function, TEF, is calculated as

TEF = 0.0096 AMAX2*XN2

where :

XN = the percent error

AMAX= the maximumamplitude

SMSthen prompts the user to establish XN, the percent of the maximumamplitude

to be used to calculate TEF. 5.0 Percent is Default.

5.0 PERCENTERROR- NEWVALUE?" CR "

TARGETERROR= 2330.3

The system error (PCOST)is calculated as the sum of the square of the difference

between the real and imaginery parts of the acquired and ideal mode shape arrays.

WhenPCOSTdrops below TEF, the target has been met.

2.1.5 The Signal Enhancement Parameters

Data taken from 48 source microphones are used to determine the modal

content of the acoustic field. To increase the accuracy of the data, it is

averaged before it is analyzed. Whenflow is present in the duct, the acoustic

field may fluctuate with time causing the entire mode structure to change as the

48 microphones are being sampled. To eliminate this problem, two parameters

are defined. One, the source microphone sweep parameter, MAVS, is the number of

passes to make through all 48 microphones. The other is the number of averages

to perform at each microphone for each pass, and is defined as the averages per



sweep parameterMAVT. Performingthe averagesas multiplesweeps spreadseach

microphonelsacquisitiontime out over the total time to do all the averaging

and thereforereducesthe contributionof flow dependentfluctuationsand yields

a more consistentresult. The value of these parametersdetermineshow long an

optimizationwill take and choosingthe least number of averagesto yield accur-

ate results for any given mode shape/flow rate condition is an intuitive matter.

Switch 5 will cause the acquisition routine to pause to allow the user to enter

these two values before each pass. During the optimization routine when repeated

acquisitions are made, the user could define the driver increment, INCDR, to be

zero and by raising switch 5, adjust the sweep and avg/sweep parameters, F_VS

and MAVT, respectively, until the PCOSTis consistent, indicating a stable result

(see section 2.1.8 Optimization Algorithm).

SOURCEMIC SWEEPS:3 AVG/SWEEP:1 NEW:" CR "

The default is 3 sweeps with one average at each source microphone per sweep.

This is adequate for no flow work. If flow is present, a response of 5,5 will

give good results. Both numbers must be input if either is changed.

2.1.6 The Reference Temperature

If SI4Sis setting the frequency parameter, it will need the ambient temper-

ature to calculate the setup frequency. The temperature is input in degrees

Celsius.

ENTERREF TEMP(C)

"23.0 CR "

WAVE# 4.0 CHANGEDTO 148D.0 HZ AT ROOMTEMPOF 23 "C

At this point all the input parameters have been defined. A summary of

these parameters is printed before optimization begins.

2.1.7 Initial Driver Settings

. The Initial Driver Setting routine (INID) is used to get a good mode setup

before optimization begins. INID will first determine the setting for each

. driver to obtain a value within +/- .5 dB of the calculated ideal amplitude of

the corresponding microphone (taken to be the microphone number double that of

the driver number). If the target amplitude is too high to be set, a warning
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message is printed. This error is usually irrecoverable in INID. To halt the

process use the stop switch. If the condition persists, more information may be

obtained by raising switch 2. The overall gain and real and imaginery parts of

the individual gains will be printed each time a driver setting is changed.

After each driver setting has been determined, all drivers are turned on.

The resultant mode shape is compared to the ideal and adjusted until the average

amplitude difference at each microphone is less than 1 dB and the average phase

difference is less than 3 degrees. This process may not converge and to con-

tinue to the next phase of optimization raise switch I. To stop the program,

press the stop switch and raise switch I. No matter how INID is exited, the driver

settings that minimized the system error are used as the basis of the optimiza-

tion.

2.1.8 The Optimization Algorithm

The optimization algorithm, CKMODE,attempts to bring the sYstem error PCOST

below the target error function TEF. CKMODEbegins by listing on the terminal a

table of amplitudes and phases at each microphone and an expansion of this cir-

cumferential pressure distribution to +/- I0 spinning modes. The driver inputs

may be uniformly phase shifted at this point to achieve the desired phase angle

(usually zero) of a dominant mode.

ENTERPHASESHIFT+/- DEGREES" CR "

A response of zero or CR will not alter any values and the program will proceed.

A nonzero response will phase shift the driver setting array and repeat the

section.

The first step in the optimization process is to tabulate the effect on

PCOSTof incrementing each driver by a constant factor, INCDR. As each component

of each driver is incremented, the difference between the original PCOSTand the

resultant PCOSTis stored. After all the drivers have been incremented and the

difference array constructed, the array is multiplied by a variable, EPS, and

reapplied to all the driver settings simultaneously. By changing EPS, CKMODE

then adjusts the amount of correction added to the drivers until a minimum PCOST

is found. The process is repeated until TEF is reached or switch 6 is raised.



The amount of driver increment, INCDR, and the initial value of the multipli-

cation variable, EPS, can be altered to suit the requirements of a particular

mode setup.

INCDR: 20 INIT. EPS= .IOOE 1 NEW? " CR "

The default values of 20,1 work well in most circumstances. Note that INDCR

must be entered as an integer and EPS as a real number.

As C_ODE is varyingEPS it is tryingto fit the resultantPCOSTS to a

parabola. If a good fit is not found, the message

FAILEDTO CONVERGE

is displayed. Switch 6 can then be raised to exit CKMODE or loweredto try

the optimizationwith a new set of parameters. Switch 6 terminatesthe optimi-

zation at any point in CKMODE.

2.1.9 Storinga Mode Shape

After the mode setup has been optimized,it can be stored for recall later.

DO YOU WISH TO STORE MODE SHAPE Y/ CR ? "Y CR "

ENTER 8 CHARACTERFILE NAME

"KA4OOMIPCR "

ENTERII0 CHARCTERCOMMENTS

"FREQUENCYPARAMETER4.0 MODE1 POSITIVE CR "

SMSkeeps a record of all file names in use. If a duplicate name is entered, a

message is printed and a new name is requested.

SMSwill finally suspend itself to allow the user to run his analysis

routines. Typing "UNS CR " will resume SMS. If the stop button has been pushed,

SMSwill shut down; otherwise a modal expansion of the present state of the

system is printed and SMSsuspends.

2.2 RECALLINGA MODE SHAPE

A typicaltest requiringSMS involvessettingup a particularmode and flow

conditions,and then runningone or more data acquisitionprograms. The data

from these programsshouldbe storedwith the-user'sUIC. To start SMS from the

user's UIC enter
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"RUN [I0,12] SMSCR "

SMSwill be loaded into the mini-computer and begin execution by requesting the

user's name (up to 48 characters) and asking if he wishes to recall a mode shape.

NAME:

"RJS CR"

DOYOUWISHTO RECALLA MODESHAPE?"Y CR "

ENTER8 CHARACTERFILE NAME"KA4OOMIPCR "

If the name entered does not exist, an error message is printed and the question

is repeated. If changes must be made to the recalled mode shape, the user can

modify all input parameters.

MODIFY? "Y CR "

A positive response continues with section 2.1.2, Defining the Frequency. A

negative response continues with section 2.1.4, The Target Error Function.

3.0 SYSTEMHARDWAREANDHARDWAREDRIVERS

Before attempting a detailed analysis of the Spinning Mode Synthesizer's

main software modules, a description of the system's harware devices and their

software interfaces will be presented.

The overall system layout is illustrated in Figure I. The hardware is

interfaced to the mini-computer's data bus through three 16 bit input/output

cards (DRIIA, DRIIB and DRIIC shown on Figure 2), a 12 bit analog-to-digital

converter (ATD), a general purpose instrumentation bus (GPIB), and an asynch-

ronous current loop terminal interface (DLII). Except for the terminal, which

interfaces through the DLII, and the frequency synthesizer, which is on the

instrumentation bus, all devices are attached through the Computer Interface

Console (CIC). The CIC connects to the acoustic drivers' power amplifiers

and the Test Facility Console (TFC) in the ANRLApplications Area, Room299,

and the switch panel in the Control Room, Room227.

3.1 THE COMPUTERINTERFACECONSOLE

Figure 3 shows the CIC and the devices attached to it in Room300. The

output of the frequency synthesizer is divided into four signals by a phase



shifter. These signalshave a phase angle relativeto each other of O, 90, 180,

and 270 degrees. The four signalsare fed into the phase attenuatorin rack 2

of the CIC throughconnectorP4 where their amplitudesare adjustedby a master

gain setting. The four signals,along with digitalcontrollines, are bussed

to the 24 gain/phaseboardswhere they are added to producethe desiredampli-

tudes and phases.

The digitalcontrol lines for the gain/phaselogic come from DRIIA, through

connectorPl of rack 2, and are bufferedby bus driversbefore exitingthrough

connectorP4 to rack l throughP2. Controlswitchpanel settingscome through

connectorP3 to currentsensors. The remainingdigitallines are driven to

currentsensorsin the TFC.

The analog s!gnalselectedby the multiplexerin the TFC comes through

P2 of rack 2 where it is interfacedby a differentialreceiver. The buffered

signalpasses throughPl to a trackingfilter and then to the analog to digital

converter. The trackingfilter'scenterfrequencyis controlledby phase 0 and

has a selectablebandwidthwith 200 Hz used in SMS. To detect clippingof the

signal beforethe trackingfilter,an overloadindicatormonitorsthe signal.
/'

3.1.1 Settingthe Frequency(CKFRQand GFRQ)

The frequencysynthesizeris interfacedto the mini-computerover the GPIB.

SMS uses subroutineCKFRQ to set the source signalfrequencyand calculatethe

acquisitionrate necessaryto acquirethe specifiednumberof samplesper cycle.

CALL CKFRQ(F,USEC,XNS,IT,I_SPC)

where F = frequencyin Hertz (input)

USEC = signal period in microseconds(output)

XNS = scaledangle incrementper sample (output)

IT = sample intervalin microseconds(output)

NSPC = numberof samplesper cycle (input)

The frequencyis encoded into the followingASCII commandstringwhich is sent

to the synthesizerby subroutineTALK.

FUI - functionl, sinewave

AMI.VR - amplitudel.O VRMS

PHO.DE - phase 0.0 degrees

9



RF2 - rear panel output enabled

OFO.VO - offset voltage 0.0 volts

FRnnnnn.OHZ- frequency in Hertz

AC - do auto calibrate

* - termiantor

After a ten-second wait for the synthesizer to set up and calibrate, sub-

routine GFRQis called to check the frequency

CALLGFRQ(TK2)

where TK2 is the period of the signal in microseconds. GFRQuses the analog-to-

digital converter's internal timing function to average the period of the trigger

signal (phase O) for 20 cycles. If the period is not accurate, an error message

is printed and the commandstring is reissued.

The sample time, IT, is calculated from the ratio of the signal period to the

number of samples per cycle (NSPC). The analog-to-digital converter is limited

to a 40 kHz acquisition rate during 12 bit conversions, so IT is limited to 25

microseconds. At the default value for NSPCof 16, IT begins being limited at

a source frequency of 2500 Hz. This of course lowers the NSPCand, therefore, the

accuracywith which the amplitude and phase of the signal can be determined may

suffer. The amplitude and phase routine, CMPAPHdoes a least squares fit to a

sine wave and will work quite well if tile input data are a clean wave. XNS is

theangle increment scaled, so one cycle per sample would give the maximum

unsigned 16 bit integer value of 65535.

3.1.2 Setting the Gains and Phases(SGNP)

Control of the amplitude and phase of the signal to each power amplifier

is achieved by adding a pair of orthogonal signals (real and imaginary parts)

derived from the phase shifter. By varying the amplitude of the real and imag-

inary parts, any phase or amplitude may be set.

Acos(_t + _) = Acos(_)cos(_t) - Asin(_)sin(_t)

= Bcos(_t)+ Csin(_t)

Bcos(_t)representsthe real part and uses the 0 degree signalfor positive

amplitudesand the 180 degree signalfor negativeamplitudes. Csin(mt)is the

lO



imaginary part and uses the 90 degree signal for positive amplitudes and the

270 degree signal for negative amplitudes. The resultant signal level and

phase are controlled by three gain settings; one setting for a master gain

given to the four phase signals in the phase attenuator, and one each for the

- real and imaginary parts of the signal. The gain is set by an 8 bit digital-to-

analog converter where the signal is input as the reference signal, and the 8

bit digital setting controls the output level.

An address decode card enables either the phase attenuater or one of the

real or imaginary parts of the 24 gain/phase boards. Addresses 0-47 select one

of the real or imaginary parts, and address 63 selects the master gain.

CALL SGNP(IADD,IGAIN)

where IA_D is address; 0-47 or 63

IGAIN is gain 0-255

SGNPuses the low byte of DRIIA. Control status register (CSR) bit 0 is set to

output the address and reset for gain. CSRbit 1 is set for negative gain and

reset for positive.

3.1.3 Control Panel Interfaces(GPSW)

The 8 control panel switches are sensed through current sensors (card 5)

attached to DRIIA's low input byte. Associated with the switches are 8 indicator

lights driven by the control panel interface, card 3. The latching circuitry

for this card is enabled by address 62 of the gain/phase address decode logic.

CALLGPSW(ISW,ION)

where ISW is switch number to sense

ION is 1 if down or 2 if up.

3.1.4 Current Drivers

Card 4 of rack 2 holds drivers which interface to current sensors in the

TFC for the auto gain and multiplexer devices. Refer to the next section on

the TFC for explanation of these modules.
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3.1.5 Differential Receiver (ATOD)

A differential receiver is used to reduce noise impressed on the analog

line from the TFC to the CIC. The signal then goes to a tracking filter. The

tracking filter has a 200 Hz bandwidth with the center frequency set by the 0

degree signal from the phase shifter. The filter eliminates flow noise and

thereby reduces averaging time in the computer. The actual input to the compu-

ter is done by direct memory access transfer through the analog to digital con-

verter. The phase 0 signal is used to trigger the start of the conversion to

provide ensemble averaging.

CALLATOD(IBUFF,ICHN,IT,NSMP,MODE)

where IBUFF is data array

ICHI( Ss channel number to input

IT is acquisition sample time in microseconds

NSMP is number of samples

MODE is zero for triggeredacquisitionand l for non-triggered

3.1.6 OverloadMonitor (LDOVRand OVRST)

The analog-to-digitalconverteris limitedto a range of +/- 5.0 volts.

If the signal is clippedat these levels,the softwarecan adjust the auto gain

unit until no clippingis present. However,with flow present,the signal after

the trackingfilter can be less than +/- 5.0 volts,while before the filter the

signal is being clippedat the amplifiersin the auto gain unit. The auto gain

unit will clip at +/- 13.0 volts. To detect this distortion,the overload indi-

cator monitorsthe signal and sets bit 7 of DRIIC if tilelevel goes above

+/- 12.0 volts.

CALL OVRST

CALL ATOD(IBUFF,ICHN,IT,NSMP,MODE)

IF(LDOVR(O).EQ.l)GOT04

SubroutineOVRST resetsthe indicator. If the signal transitsthe limits during

acquisition,the indicatorwill be set. IntegerfunctionLDOVR will return a l

if the indicatoris set, or a 0 if not.

12
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3.2 THE TEST FACILTY CONSOLE

Although SMSuses the Test Facility Console (TFC) primarily to bus micro-

phone signals to the CIC, the TFC holds added capability originally used by SMS,

and is now available in external routines (refer to Section 5). These devices

include the auxiliary multiplexer, temperature and pressure transducer ampli-

fiers, and the drum stepper motor drive as shown in Figure 4.

The 48 source microphones have built in FET transistors. The microphone

power supply provides the bias voltage for the transistors in 4 quadrants of 12

microphones each. The microphone signals are connected to the first 48 channels

of the 64 channel multiplexer. The amplitude of the selected channel is adjusted

by the auto gain unit which provides from 12 dB attenuation to 78 dB gain.

3.2.1 The Mutilpl'exer (SMPX)

The TFC multiplexer has 64 channels. Table II lists the channel assign-

ments. SUBROUTINESMPXselects the multiplexer channel.

CALL SMPX(ICHAI4)

Where ICHANis channel number, 0-63. Channels 0-7 are set as channels 48-55.

Channels 8-15 are set as 40-47 and so on until channels 56-63 which are actually

set as channels 56-63. DRIIA bits 8-13 hold the multiplexer select lines.

3.2.2 The Auto Gain Unit (SMKG)

The auto gain unit provides from 12 dB attenuation to 78 dB of gain. Sub-

routine SMKGselects the gain level_

CALLSMKG(IGN)

where IGN is an integer value of 0-15. The gain setting is calculated as

GAIN = -12 + (IGN*6) dB

IGN is set into bits 12-15 of DRIIB. CSRbit 0 is used to strobe the setting

into the auto gain unit.

3.3 DIAGNOSTICS(SMSDIAG)

SMSDIAGis a diagnostic program devloped to test the operation of SMS

hardware. SMSDIAGruns independently of SMSsoftware and is, therefore, useful

13



in determining if a failure in SMSis in the software or hardware. The program

uses the mini-computer's front console switches for control input.

"RUNSMSDIAGCR "

ODT:TTO

"G"

SPINNINGMODESYNTHESIZER

BASIC DIAGNOSTICPACKAGE

ENTERCODECHARACTER:

Characters A-H call up the tests described below. Figure 5 gives the mini-

computer console switch definition for each diagnostic. Entering an 'X' will

exit the program. Once a test has begun switch 0 will terminate it.

3.3.1 A - Analog OutFuts

The Laboratory Peripheral System, LPS, has 4 channels of digital to analog

output in addition to the 8 channels of analog-to-digital input. Although the

analog output is no longer used by SMS, the test remains as part of this program.

Switches 13-15 select the output channel and switches I-II define the output

level where 0 sets -5. volts and 4095 sets +5. volts.

3.3.2 B - Gain/Phase Board Logic

This test uses switches 9-15 to select the gain/phase address, switch 8 the

sign and switches I-7 the magnitude. The master gain, address 63, must be set

before any other board will ouput a signal.

3.3.3 C - Mpx, Microphone Gains

This test sets the multiplexer and auto gain unit. Switches 8-13 select a

multiplexer channel and switches I-5 a microphone gain. Multiplexer channels

53 and 54 select test signals of a square wave and triangle wave, respectively.

3.3.4 D- Display Control Panel

This test will output on the LPS LED display the octal representation of

the panel switch settings in the control room.
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3.3.5 E - To Test Clock Sequence

This test simulatesthe timingfunctionused in subroutineGFRQ to determine

the oscillatorfrequency. The test averages lO periodsof the signal present at

the LPS ST2 input. The result is displayedin octal on the LED display in lO0

. microsecondunits. For example,a l kHz input will displayan octal 12. The

ST2 triggerlevel must be adjustedto triggeron the input signal.

3.3.6 F - A/DTransfer

This routinetests the basic analog to digitalconversionfunctionof

the LPS. Switches8-13 selectthe input channelon the LPS. The results

are stored in octal on the LED display.

3.3.7 G - DMA Transfer

This test runs a DirectMemory Access acquisitionidenticalto the one used

by SMS. Switches8-13 selectthe input channel. In additionto displayingthe

128 acquiredvalues on theLED display,a print out of informationislisted on

the terminal. The first value in the buffer is printed,followedby 32 pairs of

octal numbers. The first number in the pair is the acquiredvalue. The second

numberis the differencebetweenthe presentvalue and the previousone. If the

STI triggerfunctionis working correctly,there should be littledifference

betweenthe two acquisitionsfor a periodicinput. Also listed are the frequency,

real and imaginaryparts,amplitudeand phase,and mean value of the input signal.

3.3.8 H - Overload IndicatorTest

This test sets the multiplexerto channel53 for the square wave signal

and steps the auto gain unit from 0 to 15 or until an overloadoccurs. If the

test is unsuccessful,the message 'FAILEDTO DETECTOVERLOAD'is printedon the

terminal.

3.4 HARDWARE INITIALIZATION(INIT,IEINIT)

SubroutineINIT assignslogicalunit numbersl through4 to DRIIA, DRIIB,

DRIIC and the LPS. INIT uses a specialfunctionof the DRll driver to set the

SMS task privileged. SubroutineIEINITassigns logicalunit number 9 to the

GPIB bus.
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3.5 ERROR 14ESSAGE(DISERR)

SubroutineDISERRis found in module INIT and is called to indentifyan I/O

error after it has been detected.

DEVICE XXX FUNC IO.YYY STATUSCODE - NNN

XXX is a deviceacronym,YYY is the functionand NNN is the error numberwhich

is printedon the terminal. Table Ill containsa device versus I/O functionref-

erence. The error numbercan be resolvedby using HELP.

'HELP ERR IO -NNN CR '

For example

DEVICELPS FUNC IO.CL3STATUS CODE - 3

means that the LPS had a time out error during the IO.CL3functionused by

subroutineGFRQ to determinethe input frequency.

4.0 SYSTEM SOFTWARE

ProgramSMS uses 9 logicalunit numbers (LUNs). Logicalunit numbers l

through3 are assignedto the DRll interfacesand LUN 4 to the LPS A/D converter

in subroutineINIT. LUNs 5 and 6 retain their defaultassignmentsof the

terminaland printer. LUN7 is assignedto the microphonecalibrationfile

DRI4CAL.DAT.LUN 8 is used to accessmode shape storagefiles. LUN 9 is

assignedto the GPIB bus in subroutineIEINIT.IEINITalso reservesthe oscillator

for use by specifyingits address,an ASCII I.

SubroutineSTOPIT is called in SMS to sense the stop switch and terminate

the programif set. STOPIT is called after each major segmentof SMS.

SubroutineSETUP initializesthe program'sdata base. Integervariable

IFINIDindicatesthe user has recalleda mode shape if equal to l, and, therefore,

does not need the driver initializationfunctionof INID.

The frequencycontrolloop in SMS is rarelyused. Its purpose is to allow

steppingthe mode shape througha set of frequencies. Array CIPOS holds the ini-

tial frequencyvalue and CDPOS is the incrementamount. If the user chose to use

frequencyparameterinsteadof frequency,JCNTL(5)will be nonzero. If frequency

parameteris sensed,subroutineTABS is called to convertit to frequency. Once
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the frequencyis set, subroutineSETCAL interpolatesthe microphonecalibration

file and calculatesthe calibratedtargetmode shape array, CATMS.

TPRNT prints a summaryof the test parametersprior to mode shape initial-

izationin INID. After INID, C_ODE appliesthe optimizationalgorithm.

Upon returningfrom C_ODE, the user has the optionto store the mode

shape parameters for later use. File INDEX.SMSkeeps a list of all past

file names and checksto be sure the new name is unique. All mode shape data

files end with the extension.SMS. File SMSDAT.DATis written to pass the

acquisitionparametersto analysisprograms. SNS then stops. This function

is like a 'PAUSE,'but sets the program inactiveto releaseits system resources.

The user may at this time run his analysisprograms. When SMS becomes

'UNSTOPPED,'it e}therexits, if the stop switch is set, or recalculatesand

displaysthe mode shape before stoppingagain.

4.1 INITIALIZINGTHE DATA BASE (SETUP)

SETUP begins by settingall driversand the multiplexerchannelto zero.

It then asks for the name of the user, after which there are three paths through

SETUP. If a mode shape is recalled,then it can be used as is or usedwith

modificationsto any of the input parameters. If a mode shape is not recalled,

then it is necessaryto input all the parametersrequiredto run. If a mode

shape is recalled,integervariableIFINID is set to a one. This disablesthe

driver initializationsectionin INID. Variable Ill is used locallyto convey

the same informationand is describedlater.

The first value to be determinedis frequency. This can be set as frequency

or frequencyparameter. If frequencyparameteris chosen,JCNTL(5)is set to a

one to indicatethat the value needs to be convertedto frequency before being

used (see section4.2). The frequency(frequencyparameter)is enteredas a starting

value (CIPOS),an increment(CDPOS)and a number of steps (NCSTP). The lengthof
o

time necessaryto optimizea mode definitionusuallylimitsany run to only one

frequency.

The next sectionof SETUP calculatesthe complextargetmode shape array,

CTMS, accordingto user inputsAP,PHP,AN,and PHN, which are the amplitudeand

phase of positiveand negativespinningmodes for each order mode.
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M oAP(m)/20 . oAN(m)/20 eJb]CTMS(i) = VSTD z [I eJa + 1
m=l

where exponents a and b are defined by:

a = (m - I) PH(i) + PHP(m)

b = -(m - I) PH(i) + PHN(m)

and where:

VSTD = the amplitude of a microphone signal at 0 dB SPL

m = the mode order index

i = the microphone index

j =J_T

M : the maximumspinning order considered

AP(m) = the amplitude of the + spinning mode

AN(m) = the amplitude of the - spinning mode

PHP(m) = the phase of the + spinning mode

PHN(m) = the phase of the - spinning mode

PH(i) = the ith microphone's angular position

After calculation of CTMS,file DRMCALis read. DRMCALholds the cali-

brated value for VSTD,VODB,a list of bad microphones in array IBM and an array

of calibration data CALM, for the source microphones. Real variable FACTis the

ratio of VODBto VSTDand is used to adjust CTMS. If a mode shape has been

recalled and is unmodified, this adjustment has already been applied. Variable

III is zero if the mode recalled is unmodified and is otherwise a one.

FACT= FACTIII

This equation results in one if the mode shape was recalled unmodified or as

the ratio of VODB/VSTDif not.

The maximumamplitude from CTMSis used to calculate the target error

function, TEF.

TEF = O.O096*AMAX2*XN2

where XN is the percent error

AMAXis the maximumvalue found in CTMS
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and .0096 accounts for the squared per cent and

the sum of 96 real and imaginary parts of the

48 microphones.

Before exiting SETUPdefines the optimization and enhancement parameters.

INCDRis the driver increment used during optimization. IDLIM is the maximum

allowed driver setting, leaving room for a positive increment, and EPSl is the

step multiplier. MAVSis the number of passes to be made through 48 microphones

and MAVTis the number of averages to be performed at each microphone per pass.

4.2 FREQUENCYPARAMETERTO FREQUENCY(TABS)

TABS is called with one argument, VO, the frequency parameter, which is

returned as the corresponding frequency. The frequency parameter is the wave

number non-dimensionalized by the duct radius. The subroutine asks for a ref-

erence temperature in degrees Celsius which is used to determine the speed of

sound in feet per second. The frequency is then calculated as

VO = 12.*V*C/(2_'5.895)

where 12 converts the radius from inches to feet

V is the frequency parameter

C is the speed of sound

and 5.895 is the duct radius in inches

4.3 CALIBRATINGTHE MODESHAPE(SETCAL)

SETCALtakes the complex target mode shape, CTMS,and calculates the

calibrated target mode shape, CATMS. Array CALMcontains I0 calibration values

for each microphone determined at the frequencies in array FRQS. The test

frequency F is compared to FRQSto obtain the interpolation ratios D and DR.

The calibration value, CAL, is then calculated and applied to CTMSresulting in

CATMS. BMCis the boommicrophone calibration factor and is no longer used in

SMS.

4.4 TEST SUMMARY(TPRNT)

• TPRNT is called to displaya summaryof the run. The user's name and the

originaland modifieddate are first displayed. Then the frequencyvalues (CIPOS,

CDPOS and NCSTP)and whether they are actual frequencyor frequencyparameteris

printed. Finally,a summaryof the mode shape to be set is printed.
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4.5 ACQUIRINGTHE DATA (RSM)

SubroutineRSM can acquiredata from one to 48 microphones,as determined

by its two argumentsNMICS, the numberof microphones,and, MICS, an array of

microphonenumbers. The acquisitionoccurs in three nesteddo-loops. The outside

loop performsICAVSpasses over array MICS which is indexedby the center loop.

The inner loop sums each microphoneMAVT times. The resultsof each pass are

stored in the virtualarray RBUF. Averagingin this manner reducesthe system

sensitivityto small time variationsin the acousticfield inducedby the flow.

Typicallyabout 24 averagestotal must be performedto produceclean data with

flow. This can take close to threeminutes. If 24 averagesare done at a time

on each microphone(MAVS=I,I4AVT=24),the acousticfield for microphone#1 might

be differentfrom the field when microphone#48 is averaged. The data is there-

fore not representativeof the sound pressurefield and difficultto optimize.

By spreadingout each microphone'sdata over time (ICAVS=8,MAVT=3),this dis-

crepancyis reduced (see section2.1.5).

When either the multiplexerchannelor the auto gain settingis changed,

it takes about 20 millisecondsfor the trackingfilterto settle out. This time

delay was determinedby measuringthe rise time of a signalwhile the channelof

the multiplexerand settingof the auto gain unit was changed. The 'waitfor'

after SMPX was eliminatedby placingthe call before the summingof the data.

This calculationwas measuredto take longer than 20 milliseconds.

RSM begins by testingswitch5. If set, the user is promptedto enter

values for MAVS,MAVTand gain wait. The gain wait parameteris in TICS which is

lO milliseconds. The disc wait and SMPX wait are no longer used. The first

channelis set on the multiplexerbefore the summingarray, RBUF, is clearedand

the data lower limit,LLIM, is set at 820 counts,or about 2 volts.

In the acquisitionloop, variableIf4is assignedthe microphonenumber and

the overloadflag, OVRFLG,is set to false. The gain flag is no longer used.

BeforecallingATOD, the overloadmonitor is reset if this is the first sum for

this microphoneor if an overloadoccurredon the last sum. ATOD acquires NP

points into IBUF from ATD channelJSYS. ISMPT is the number of microseconds

betweensamplesand was calculatedin CKFRQ. The systemgain is adjusted to

eliminateoverloadof the differentialreceiversand to producea filtered
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signalat the A/D converterof between2 and 5 volts. If functionLDOVR returns

a l, an overloadoccurredand the gain is reduced. SubroutineMAXDP scans IBUF,

subtractsthe converteroffset,2048, and returnsthe absolutemaximum value in

variableMAX. If MAX is greaterthan or equal to 2047 counts (+/- 5 volts) the

system gain is reduced. If MAX is less than LLIM, the gain is increasedunless

OVRFLG is set. Due to the trackingfilter,it is possibleto overloadthe dif-

ferentialreceiverwhile the filteredsignal is less than 2 volts. In this case,

LLIM is set to MAX to increasethe loop'sefficiency.

Once the data pass all the limit tests, a check is made to see if this

is the last sum for this microphoneduring this pass. If it is, the multiplexer

is set to the next channel. If the center loop index is on the last microphone,

the first microphoneis selectedfor the next pass.

Finallythe data are convertedto floatingpoint,adjusted by array FACT for

the system gain, and summed into RBUF.

When the acquisitionis completed,the total numberof averages,MAVS*MAVT,

is dividedout of the sum and the absolutemaximumvalue is determined. This _

maximumis used to normalizethe data to 1900. The normalizationimprovesthe

resolutionin CMPAPH. VariableF is calculatedto denormalizethe resultsof

CMPAPH.

F=I ./(_KG (IZ)*1638.4 )

where F = denormalization factor

RMKG = normalizing factor

1638.4 = 32768 counts/5 volts conversion factor from CMPAPH

• CMPAPHis then called to curve fit the data and resolveits real and imaginary

parts. The valuesare denormalizedand stored in real array IAMS.

4.5.1 MaximumData Point (MAXDP)

r,_XDPis a MACRO subroutinewhich subtractsthe A/D converteroffset,

2048, and then searchesfor and returnsthe absolutemaximumvalue.

" 4.5.2 ComputeThe AmplitudeAnd Phase (CMPAPH)

CMPAPH computesthe real and imaginaryparts of a sinusoidalsignal from

digitaldata.
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CALL CMPAPH(IBUF,LNS,LNSF,NP,IRL, IMAG,MEAN)

where IBUF is the input data array

LNS is the angle increment per data point (from XNS)

LNSF is the fractional remainder of LNS

NP is the number of data points

IRL is the real part

IMAGis the imaginary part

MEANis the mean

The values IRL,IMAG, and MEANare scaled so that 1 volt equals 1638.4. CMPAPH

uses a least squares fit of the data to the function

Y(i) = Acos(i_) + Bcos(i_) + C

where A is the real part

B is the imaginery part

C is the mean

i is the data index

is the angle increment

By conventional least squares reduction techniques the equation is reduced to

SsS  SSx =/sxsISs /_Sx]
where S denotes the sum over N samples

c is the cos(i_)

s is the sin(i_)

x is the ith data point

and Multiple subscripts denote summedproducts

Inversion of the 3 x 3 matrix provides the means of solving the equation to

yield the complex magnitude and mean value.

The first time called, CMPAPHcalls CIS to return the sine and cosine of

each data point's relative angular position. LNS and LNSF are a double precision

integer representing the angle increment per data point. They were calculated in
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INID from XNS which was calculatedin CKFRQ. CIS uses table look-upand inter-

polationto determinethe sines and cosines. CMPAPHuses these values to calcu-

late the data independentcoefficientsof the matrix and then stores all the

resultsfor later use.

" Once the sines and cosinesand their associatedparametershave been

determined,CMPAPH can calculatethe data dependentvalues. CMPAPH then calls

INVT to invert the matrix and solve the equation.

INVT is calledfrom CMPAPHwith 8 parametersin array IA of common INVTA

definingthe matrix equationgiven in section4.5.2. INVTexpands the parameters

into a 3 x 3 matrix and calls INVERSto calculatethe matrice'sinverse. INVT

then solves the equationreturningthe resultsin array IA.

4.6 THE ERRORFUI_CTION,PCOST(GMDSH)

GMDSH is a real functionwhich returnsas its value the systemerror, PCOST.

GMDSH begins by constructingthe MICS array for RSM by excludingall bad micro=

phone numbersfound in array IBM from the list of 48. RSM is then called to do

the acquisitionon the good microphones. Array ATMS is the calibratedtarget

mode shape referencedas 96 real values,the odd indicesbeing real, the even

imaginary. Beforecalculatingthe error, the bad microphonevalues are replaced

in the data array IAMSwith the target values. The PCOST is then calculatedas

the sum of the squareof the differencesbetweenATMS and IAMS.

4.7 DETERMININGTHE MODESHAPE

Two subroutinesare used to displaymode shape data. W_,]PPcalculates

and printsthe calibratedamplitudeand phase at each microphone. MODE resolves

the data into an amplitudeand phase for spinning mode orders -lO through+lO.

4.7.1 The Microphones'AmplitudesAnd Phases (WAMPP)

WAMPP calculatesthe microphonecalibrationfactorsas in SETCAL and cali-

• bratesthe data acquiredin RSM. These data are then convertedto amplitudein

dB and phase in degreesfor each microphoneand displayedon the terminal.

4.7.2 Modal Content (MODE)

SubroutineMODE reducesthe data acquiredfrom RSM into an amplitudeand

phase at the ductwall for azimuthalspinningmodes of order -lO to lO.
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N -jm PH( i )1
s A(i)eP(m) =

i=l

where P(m) is the complex pressure level at the duct wall

m is the mode index (-I0 to +I0)

A is the calibrated complex pressure data

PH(i) is the ith microphone angular position

N is the number of microphones (48)

4.8 INITIALIZING THE DRIVERS(INID)

Subroutine INID fills the gap between the initial state of the system, all

drivers off, and CKMODEwhich works best fine tuning a preset system. Making the

assumptions that (I) for small changes in the driver setting, the relation

between the driver setting and the acoustic field is linear, and (2) the desired

amplitudes of sound at the source microphones can be approximated by first

determining the individual driver settings that produce amplitudes close to the

ideal at their corresponding microphones, the system can be quickly brought

close enough to the target error to make it possible for CKMODEto converge in

as few passes as necessary.

Subroutine INID first calls CKFRQto set the frequency. It then calculates

the double precision angle increment, LNS and LNSF, and clears the drivers' out-

puts. If variable IFINID is non-zero, INID calls DINCRto set the recalled

driver settings and returns. Otherwise, INID driver initialization occurs in

two steps. The first loop addresses one driver at a time, and through a linear

approximation iteration, adjusts the driver input corresponding to the microphone

(microphone # = 2*driver #) to within +/- 5 dB of its corresponding value in

CATMS. Once this is accomplished, all the drivers are turned on and the average

amplitude and phase difference between the results and the target is calculated.

If the amplitude difference, AMPDFF,is greater than 3 dB, the target is adjusted

by AMPDFFand the first loop repeated. If AMPDFFis between 1 and 3 dB the

complex driver amplitudes are varied uniformally according to AMPDFF,by the

same linear approximation technique as in step one, until the difference is

less than 1 dB. WhenAMPDFFis below 1 dB, the driver settings are rotated

until the average phase angle difference, PHDFF, is less than 3 degrees.
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Before entering the first loop, complex variable _4P is set to (500.,0.)

and DELTAis set to 5.0. CMPscales CTMSto a driver setting and DELTAadjusts

the target values in array DRAMPSif AMPDFFis greater than 3 dB. Each driver

is set to 15 dB below CATMSto allow for the increase in amplitude when they are

. all turned on at once. Array DRAMPSare the target amplitudes and each is set

to 20 dB below CATMS. DELTAis then added to DRAMPSbefore entering the loop.

Array AMPIC is the microphone amplitudes derived directly from CATMSand is

used in the second part of INID to compute AMPDFF.

The first approximation begins by adding DELTAto DRAMPSand using the

resulting amplitude in dB to calculate the corresponding voltage, DRVOLT.

Entering the loop, variable I is the driver index and J the microphone index.

The even microphones are used to sense the drivers. If J is found to be a bad

microphone in IBM, J-I is tried. If J-I fails, INID prints the failing micro-

phone numbers and stops. If a good microphone is found, CMPis then multiplied

by the value in CTMScorresponding to the microphone being used. The resulting

complex value, C, is used in the call to SIDR to set driver I. Array MlCS is

set to J and RSMis called to acquire one microphone. The amplitude at the

sensing microphone, AMPA, is calculated from IAMS, and converted to dB and set

in AMP. If AMPis within +/-0.5 dB of DRAMPS,the driver setting, C, is stored

in CDRI and the loop proceeds to the next driver. If not, the ratio of DRVOLT

to AMPAadjusts CMPfor the next iteration.

Once all the driver settings are found, DINCRis called to set the drivers

and the next level of initialization begins. The PCOSTis determined and the

driver setting with the minimum PCOSTis stored in CDRTMP. Minimizing the aver-

age amplitude and phase differences does not always result in the minimum system

error. The amplitudes and phases for the target and acquired data are then

summed. PDMI is calculated as the phase shift between microphone two of the tar-

get and acquired data. Variable ISHOTprovides different paths through this

next section. If ISHOTequals O, PHDFFis set to PDMI to avoid rotating in the

wrong direction on the first pass. If ISHOTequals I, PHDFFis set to the aver-

" age difference of the phases and if ISHOTequals 2, INID will exit after setting

the drivers to CDRTMPand therefore the minimum PCOST.
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INID prints the PCOST,AMPDFFand PHDFFand allows I0 seconds to raise

switch one to end the iteration. If AMPDFFis greater than 3 dB , DELTAis

set to minus AMPDFFand section one is repeated. If AMPDFFis between 1

and 3 dB, the ratio of the target to the acquired amplitudes is used to adjust

the driver array and section 2 is repeated. Once AMPDFFis less than 1 dB, the

driver settings are rotated according to PHDFFuntil PHDFFis less than 3 degrees.

If AMPDFFraises above 1 dB it is readjusted. WhenPHDFFdrops below 3 degress,

the driver setting with the minimum PCOST,CDRTMP,is set and INID exits.

4.8.1 Set One Driver (SlDR)

SIDR has as its input a driver number and a complex setting. Each driver

has a real and imaginery amplitude and an overall gain which is applied to all

the drivers. The tota.l gain is the product of the individual setting and the

overall gain, IDRG. To achieve the greatest dynamic range for each driver, the

overall gain is minimized. This is done by using the greatest of the real and

imaginary amplitudes to determine an IDRGwhich would result in that amplitude

being set to IDLIM, the maximumallowable driver setting. As long as the pro-

duct of the two are equal, the resultant amplitude will be unchanged. If IDRG

is greater than 255 or the driver setting excceeds IDLIM, an error message

is printed and the variable is set to its corresponding limit. The overall gain

and the real and imaginery amplitudes for that driver are then set by SGNP. If

switch 2 is set, the driver number, overall gain, and the real and imaginary

settings are printed on the terminal.

4.9 OPTIMIZINGTHE MODESHAPE(CKMODE)

CKMODEattempts to lower the system error, PCOST,below the target error,

TEF. The PCOSTcan be considered as a function of the 48 real and imaginary

driver settings. By varying each element of the driver array and tabulating the

extent of the effect on the PCOST,a 48 element vector can be established which

is in the direction of decreasing error. As will be shown, the PCOSTis a

second order function of the driver settings. In CKMODE,once the direction

vector is established, three points on the curve are determined by stepping

along this vector. Using these three points, a second order polynomial is fit

in search of a minimum value for PCOST. If the minimum is less than TEF, CKMODE

exits, if not, a new vector is tabulated and the process repeated.
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Assuminga linear relationbetweenthe driversettingsand the sound pres-

sure field for small deviationsof the driver settings,the PCOST is a second

order functionof the driversettingarray.

P = (_X+ B,

where P is the sound pressure

X is the driversettingarray

and _,B are the slope and intercept

Giventhisrelationship,the PCOSTbecomes

PCOST= Y = (P - Po)2
_ 2

y = p2 2P Po + Po

= (_X+ B)2 - 2Po(_X+ B) + p2o
= AX2 + BX + C , (1)

where Y is theerrorfunction

P is thepressurefield

Po is the targetpressurefield

The mode is then optimizedby minimizingthe error as definedby equation (1).

CKMODEdoes this by steppingeach driver settingby a constantamount, INCDR,

and storingthe differencebetweenthe originalPCOST and the PCOST after the

step. The resultingarray, DRINC, containsvalues proportionalto the amount of

change INCDRmade in PCOST and in the directionof loweringthe PCOST. Three

pointsare thencomputed;one at the originalerror, and two at driver settings

augmentedby DRINCmultipliedby EPSI and twice EPSI.

The driver settingsare equal to

X = Xo+_D

where X is the variabledriver setting

Xo is the initialdriversetting
D is the DRINC array value

. and c is EPSI

Substitutingthis expressionin (1) will yield the same secondorder relation-

ship with differentcoefficients.

Y = ac2 + b_ + c (21)
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The minimum of (2) is given by

dY/dE = 2ac + b = 0

E(min) : -b/2a (3)

The curvature,2a, must be greater than zero for a minimumrather than a maximum

to exist. Using the three points set, we have

Yo == c since Eo 0 (4)

= aE__ + b_l + c (5)Yl

and Y2 = a_ + b_2 + c (6)

Solvingequations(4), (5), and (6) for the unknowncoefficienta yields,

a = (Y2- Yl)/[_2(c2- _l)] - (Yl- YO)/(EIE2) (7)

or a = Tl - T2 (8)

where Tl = (Y2 - YI)/[E2(E2- El)] (9)

and T2 = (YI - Yo)/(ClC2)" (lO)

Solvingequations(4), (5), and (6) for the unknowncoefficientb yields

b = (Yl - Yo)(C2+ _l)/(_l_2)- _l(Y2 - Yl)/[_2(c2- El) (ll)

or b = (El + €2) T2 - EITI (12)

All the variablesin (8) and (12)are known and, therefore,sufficientto solve

(3) for the minimum.

CKMODE begins by settingthe miminum improvementin the PCOST, VIMP, to 25%

of the targeterror. The PCOST is computedand the mode shape is displayedby

WAMMP and MODE. CKMODEthen asks the user if a phase shift is necessary. The

driver settingscan be rotatedto give any desiredangle of the mode of interest.

If a shift is entered,it is appliedto CDRVA, the PCOST is recomputedand the

modal distributionredisplayed. Beforeoptimizationbegins,the user has the l

opportunityto alter the driver increment,IHCDR,and the step multiplier,EPSI.

The minimumepsilon,CEPS, is computedas One-fiftiethof EPSI. Switch 6 is

used to controlCKMODE. It can be set to exit CKMODEand is checkedbefore

enteringthe optimizationloop, during the loop and if the processfails to con-

verge.
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The first step in optimizingis to apply INCDRto the real and imaginary

part of each driver, IADRV,using subroutineDRVINC. Array DRVA holds the orig-

inal settings. The resultingsystem error, V, is determinedand the difference
w

betweenthe referencePCOST and V is stored in DRINC. INCDR is then removed

from IADRV. The values in DRINC are now proportionalto the change of the.error

functionfor a uniform change in each driver, (i.e.,the partialderivativeof

PCOST with respectto each driver)and in the directionof decreasingerror.

When all 48 valuesof DRINC have been determined,the second stage of optimi-

zation is entered.

The three points,YO' Yl' Y2' used to solve the second order equationsare

measured. The originalPCOST(Yo)is kept in PCMI to measurethe improvementin
the error againstVIMP after the processcompletes. The minimumerror found is

storedin CMIN. DINCR is calledto add EPSI* DRINC and 2*EPSI*DRINCto DRVA to

get Yl and Y2' respectively. The valuesYO' EPSI(XI)'Yl' 2*EPSI(X2)'and Y2
are used to solve equations(8) and (12) for XHII_,the minimumerror. Two solu-

tions are flaggedas errors. It is possibleto fit a negativecurvatureto the

three points,indicatinga maximumhas been found rather than a minimum. Also,

if XMIN is negative,the assumptionthat DRINC is in the directionof decreasing

error is violated. Both these conditionsare treatedby determiningthe direc-

tion of the three pointsand doublingEPSI if they are decreasingand halving

EPSI if increasing,in an attemptto get a good fit. EPSI may be doubled 5 times

and halvedonce beforea test for convergenceis made.

The three remainingconditionsare

(1) X0 < XMIN < Xl

(2) Xl < XMIN < X2

(3) X2 < XMIN

The procedurenow is to replaceXl with XMIN and refit the curve. This would
continueuntil one of the states equaledthe derivedminimum. For condition(1),

Xl is moved to X2 and XMIN becomesXI. For condition(2), Xl is moved to X0 and

. _IN becomes XI. Since XHIN is outsidethe boundsof the three points in condi-

tion (3), EPSI is doubledand Y2 is retaken. Again EPSI can be doubledonly 5
times.
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There are four ways out of the optimizationloop: one of the points is

less than the target error,one of the points is on the projectedminimum, EPSI

has been doubled5 times,and EPSI has been halved to less than CEPS. When one

of these conditionsis met, CMIN is tested to be less than the previousminimum

by at least 25% of TEF. If not, a message is printedsaying the processfailed

to converge. Switch 6 controlswhether CKMODE is repeatedor not. If CMIN meets

the requirements,CKMODE is repeated.

4.9.1 SteppingThe Drivers(DRVINC,DINCR)

SubroutineDRVINC is called in the initialphase of CKMODEto add INCDR to

the driver settings. DINCR is used to add the productof the directionvector,

DRINC, and epsilon,_, to the driver settings. DINCR also selectsthe over-all

gain, IDRG,which will result in the greatestdynamicrange for the drivers

(as in SIDR). INIDuses DINCR for this purpose.

DINCR has four arguments: the originaldriversetting,FR; the resulting

settingTO; the multiplier,EPS; and the incrementarray, CH. CH is multiplied

by EPS and added to FR to give TO. The maximumvalue in TO is saved in )(AM. The

overallgain is calculatedfrom XAM. The gain is then used to scale TO before

setting the drivers. If the gain is greaterthan 255 or a driver settingsur-

passes DLIM, a messageis printedwarning of driveroverflow.

5.0 AUXILIARYSYSTEMS

Once the mode has been set, there are severalsystemsavailableto aid

in data acquisitionand analysis. Those unique to SMS are

I. Auxiliarymicrophonemultiplexer

2. Pressurescannerand transducer

3. Spinningmode rake

4. Radialmicrophoneprobes
h

Among the generalpurposelaboratorydevicesare:

I. BCD meter multiplexer

2. SD360 FFT processor

3. GPIB instrumentationbus
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5.1 AUXILIARY MICROPHONEMULTIPLEXER(SMPXI)

There are 16 channels available on the auxiliary multiplexer for condi-

tioned microphone input. The auxiliary multiplexer output is fed through SMS

multiplexer channel 52. Subroutine SMPXlwill set the auxiliary multiplexer

channel.

CALL SMPXI(ICHAN)

where ICHANis the channel number 0-15.

If SMPXl detects an error, the negative of the channel actually set minus one

will be returned in ICHAN.

5.2 PRESSURESCANNERANDTRANSDUCER(ISCANN)

The pressure, scanner multiplexes up to 48 pressure ports into the trans-

ducer. Integer function ISCANNis used to set the port number.

ISET : ISCANN(ICNAN)

where ICHAN is the desired port channel 0-47

and ISET is the port actually set.

The output of the pressure transducer is usually read by a volt meter on the

GPIB bus.

5.3 SPINNINGMODERAKE(RAKE)

The spinning mode rake holds four peripherally mounted microphones in a

rotating fixture. The rake is driven to a postion by a D.C. motor controlled by

an analog controller. The controller has 26 preprogrammed positions. In the

present application, 20 postions, 0-19, have been programmed at 9 degree inter-

vals from 0 to 171 degrees.

CALL RAKE(IPOS,IE)

where IPOS is the postion number, 0-20

" and IE is zero if successful and 1 if not.

RAKEuses subroutines LCSAand LCSADOto interface to the controller (see

section 5.5).
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5.4 RADIAL MICROPHONEPROBES(RADPOS)

There are four radial microphone probes. The probes are driven by stepper

motors controlled by the digital controller. The first two actuators on the

controller drive probes capable of traversing the full duct diameter and are

mounted at fixed angular positions. The second two actuators drive probes

mounted on the SMSdrum. The drum is capable of +/-180 degrees rotation. The

two probes are mounted 4 inches apart, one up stream from the other, and are

capable of .5 diameter transverse. All four microphones are attached to the

auxiliary multiplexer.

CALL RADPOS(R,IZ,IH,IERR)

where R is the radial position in inches

IZ is the actuator number (1,2,3 or 4)

IH = I; R = R + DN(IZ)

IH = -I; R = R - OFST(IZ) + DN(IZ)

IH : 2; R : UP(IZ)

IERR= -l if not successful

and UP(IZ) is the upper limit for actuatorIZ

DN(IZ)is the lower limit

OFST(IZ)is an offset.

The arrays UP, DN and OFST are passed throughlabeledcommon.

COMMON/LIMITS/UP(4),DN(4),OFST(4)

RADPOS uses routinesLCSDG and LCSDR from module LCSMITHto interfaceto the

controller.

5.5 STEPPERMOTOR CONTROLLER(LCSMITH)

ModuleLCSMITHcontains4 subroutines,two each for the analog and digital

controllers. To move the spinningmode rake

CALL LCSA(IPOS)

CALL LCSADO

where LCSA sets the controllerto preprogranTnedpositionIPOS

and LCSADOwaits for completionof move .
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The analog controllerhas 26 preprogrammedpositions. With the spinningmode

rake, 21 are programmed,O-171 degreesat 9 degree intervals,and the last posi-

tion is to home.

To move one of the radialprobes

" CALL LCSDG(IZ,IPOS,[ITIHE])

where IZ is the actuator,or probe, number

I_OSis the positionscaled lO00 counts/inch

ITIME is an optionaltimeoutin seconds

The positionof any probe can be read.

CALL LCSDR(IZ,IPOS)

where IZ.is the actuatornumber

IPOS is the scaled position.

A labeledcommon is availableto allocatethe devices'logicalunit numbers

and examinetheir status.

COMMON/LCSHIT/LUNA,LUND,IOSTAT(2),IODSTA(2)

where LUNA,LUNDare the LUNS of the analog and digitalcontrollers,

respectively

IOSTAT,IODSTAare two word integerstatusarrays holding

device statusof the analog and digitalcontrollers,

respectively.

The first statusword containsthe standardI/O status (see RSXIIMmini refer-

ence). The secondword will be l if the probe hit the upper limit and -l if the

lower limit.

5.6 THE SHS ROTATINGDRUM (DRMPOS,DRMROL)

Radial probes 3 and 4 are mountedon the SMS rotatingdrum. The drum can

be rotated+/-180degressallowingcompleteaccess to two duct cross sections.

CALL DRMROL(ANGLE,[HMCNT])

where ANGLE is the desiredazimuthalposition

and HMCNT is an integervariablereturningthe number

of counts remaining+/- when the drum passed home.
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The first call to DRMROLwill home the drum. This is necessarybecause the drum

has no positionfeedbackexcept for the home sensor. Home positionis vertical

and taken as angle 0.0. Wheneverthe drum passes home, the remainingcounts are

passed to HMCNT, if HMCNT was given. HMCNT shouldbe zero, but a value less

than four is acceptable. The drum rotatesat 12 steps/degree.

SubroutineDRMPOScan be used to rotate the drum and postion the LCS radial

probes #3 and #4.

CALL DRMPOS(R,TH,IZ,IH,IERR)

where R = the radialpositionin inches,0-5.895

TH = drum angularposition,-180 to +180 degrees

IZ = LCS probe, 3 or 4

IH =.l to positionprobe IZ to R,TH

IH = 2 to positionprobe IZ to upper limit

IERR= l if successful,-l if not.

BeforecallingDRMPOSa logicalunit numbermust be set for the digitalcon-

trollerin labeledcommonLCSMIT,variableLUND. SubroutineDRMROLassumes

LUN 2 has been assignedto DRIIB and LUN 4 to the LPS.

5.7 BCD MULTIPLEXER

There are many devicesattachedto the BCD multiplexer,but of significant

consequencehere are the three DORIC temperaturemeters. The thermocouplesare

movableand, therefore,have no permanentassignment.

CALLMUXINT(LUN)

CALL DORIC(IDEV,DISP)

where MUXINTassigns logical unit number LUNto the BCDmultiplexer

and DORICreads meters IDEV and returns the value in

centigrade in DISP.
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5.8 SD360 FFT PROCESSOR(SDLIB)

The SD360 does dual channel acquisition and analysis. Functions available

are spectrum, correlation, coherence, covariance, transfer function and signal

enhancement. A library, [I0,16] SDLIB, is available for use to remotely control the

SD360, For information do HELPSD360on the computer.

5.9 GPIB INSTRUMENTATIONBUS (IELIB)

The GPIB interfaces to any device conforming to IEEE-488 standards. Pre-

sently available are the HP 3325 synthesizer, Fluke 8500 DVM, and Fluke 2204

multiplexer. Subroutines to drive these devices are available in [I0,17] IELIB.

For more information • do HELP IELIB on the computer.

6.0 CALIBRATING

Before a test can be run, the acquisition systems must be calibrated. These

include the SMSsystem, the source microphones and the test microphones. While

most calibrations are performed by technicians, it is beneficial and sometimes

necessary for the researcher to know the procedure and how to apply the results.

6.1 SMSSystem Calibration

The SMSsystem calibration factors contain all the components from the

source microphones to the LPS. This includes the multiplexer, auto-gain unit,

cabling and tracking filter. There is actually a factor for each setting for

the auto-gain unit. The calibration is determined by injecting a signal of

known amplitude into the system before the multiplexer and measuring the output

before the ATD for each setting of the auto-gain unit. The factors are kept in

array FACTin SMSblock data.

6.2 MICROPHONECALIBRATION

The SMS source sectionmicrophones,plus any test microphones,must be cali-

brated. The calibrationsare taken at a set level and a number of frequencies.

A condensermicrophoneis usuallyused as a referenceand both the referenceand

the unknownare mountedin a fixturealong with a driver. The frequency

• and the amplitudeare set accordingto the referencemicrophone. The resulting

ratio betweenthe referenceand unknownis the calibrationfactor. The factors

are then stored in a file for use by the acquisitionprograms•
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6.2.1 Test Microphone Calibration

Program MC4is used to calibrate up to 8 microphones at up to 20 frequen-

cies. MC4 uses file CAL,DAT as input and output. The format of CAL.DAT is

Record 1 DATE@5A2

2 SPL,NFR@f8.3,13

3 VODB @E12.5

4 - on F,A,B @F7.I,F8.4,F7.1

where DATEis the ASCII day-month-year the file was written

SPL is the number of frequencies

VODBis the 0 dB voltage value

F is the frequency array

A ig the amplitude calibration

B is the phase calibration

The test microphones and reference microphone are mounted in a fixture

along with a driver attached to amplifier I. MC4first reads all of CAL into

array storage and then asks for the number of micrphones to calibrate and their

addresses. The program begins by setting the frequency and SPL according to

the values in CAL. The driver is adjusted until the reference microphone sees

the SPL specified. The test microphone amplitudes are then taken and stored.

Whenall the frequencies have been taken, a new copy of CAL.DATis written.

6.2.2 SMSSource Microphone Calibration

All 48 SMSsource microphones must be calibrated periodically. The calibra-

tion file, DRMCAL.DAT,is formatted as

Record 1 TITLE,DATE @24A2

2 blank

3 blank

4 NFR @ 15

5 FRQS@1OF8.0

6-53 CAL @IOF8.4

54 BOOM@IOF8.4

55 NMB @ 15

56 IBM @15
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where TITLEis 'MANUALCALIBRATION'

DATE is theASCIIdate

NFR is thenumberof frequencies

FRQS is thefrequencyarray

CAL is thecal factorarray
BOOM is notused

NBM is the numberof badmicrophones

IBM is thebad microphonearray.

To avoiddestroyingDRMCAL,an intermediatefile,MANCAL.DAT,is usedby

MC2. Onceall 48 microphoneshavebeencalibratedprogramMC3 is run to transfer

thedata to DRMCAL. FileMCAL.DATis read by MC2 to inputNFRand FRQS. I_2

firstopensthefilesandreadsMCAL. MC2 thenasksfor themicrophonenumberto

startwithand beginscalibrationof thatmicrophoneby setting the firstfre-

quencyand thenadjustingthedriveruntilthe referencemicrophonereadsbetween

3.5 and 4.0 volts. Oncethislevelhas beenset,theratiobetweenthe source

and referencemicrophonesis takenand stored. The processcontinuesuntilall

thefrequenciesare set. The programthenasks if it shouldcontinuewith the

nextmicrophoneor retakethe presentone. If theCALwas good,the nextmicro-

phoneis mountedin thefixture,and theprocesscontinuesuntilall themicro-

phonesare calibrated.Whenthe lastmicrophone,#48,is completed,MC2 asks

if it shouldsavethe datain 14ANCAL,retakethedata,or exit. Once MANCAL

containsall gooddata,MC3 can be run to transferit to DRMCAL.DAT.The bad

microphonedata,if any,are thenaddedwith the EDITORwhen necessary.
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TABLE I. - CONTROLSWITCHDEFINITIONS

Panel Switch Function

1 Discontinue INID operation

2 Diagnostics

3 Sequence the test (frequency steps)

4 Not used

5 Input enhancement parameters

6 Control optimization

7 Print driver settings

8 Stop
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"TABLEII. - MULTIPLEXERCHANNELASSIGNMENTS

• CHANNEL FUNCTION

0 - 47 SOURCESECTIONMICROPHONES
4

_48- 51 UNUSED

52 FAR FIELD MICROPHONEINPUT

53 - 55 TEST SIGNALS

56 - 63 UNUSED
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TABLE III. - INPUT OUTPUT DEVICES

DEVICE FUNCTION SUBROUTINE

IO.STC SGNP,GPSW
DRIIA IO.WLB SGNP,SFIPX,GPSW

IO.RLB GPSW

• IO.STC SFIKG
DRIlB IO.WLB SFIKG

IO.WLB OVRRST
DRIIC IO.RLB LDOVR

IO.XREG SOV
IO.YREG SOV
IO.DTOA SOV

LPS IO.DI4R ATOD
IO.DMA ATOD
IO.CLB GFRQ
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